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Introduction
To get around an old California law that prohibits the game of "21," California card casinos introduced a variation of standard Blackjack, called LA
Blackjack, in which the objective is to get as close as possible to 22 Githout
going over.
The standard game of Blackjack, or "21", pits the player against the dealer
("the house"). Money lost by the player represents an equivalent gain by
the house, and vice versa. In contrast, LA Blackjack pits the player against
other players. Each player gets a turn to be the "banker" and collect money
from the other players at the table, while the house collects a percentage of
the total money bet. Mathematicians developed optimal plays for standard
Blackjack many years ago, while the optimal plays for LA Blackjack are largely
unexplored.
We analyze h s game, develop a basic strategy for the player, explore the
possibility of employing bet variance to raise the player's expected return, and
conclude that a player cannot develop a profitable strategy.

The Rules of the Game
The game of LA Blackjack differs in many ways from standard Blackjack.
First, there are three different actors in the game:

.

The dealer is a casino employee who deals the cards and collects fees from
each player.
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The banker is a player who functions as "the house" in standard BlacklNk
When a player wins money, the banker must cover the win out of his
bankroll. When a player loses money, the banker collects it.

A player is any other person playing at the table.
The game is played from a six-deck shoe, which includes twelve Jokersthat
can be used as either 2 or 12 (just as an Ace can be used as either 1 or 11).
The best hand is a natural, which consists of two Aces (denoted "A"),
The next-best hand is a Joker (denoted "J") plus any 10-value card (denoted
"10, "T", or simply "Ten").
The hrd-best hand is any three or more cards totaling 22.

The remaining hands rank in getting as close to 22 as possible without goin
8
over. So, for example, 21 beats 20,19 beats 18, and so on.
A hand under 22 always beats a hand over 22; but should both player and
banker exceed 22, then the lower of the two wins. SO,for example, 23 beats
24 but 13 beats 23.
Hands of the same rank are ties (called pushes), except for ties of 18, which
are won by the banker (therein lies the banker's advantage).
The rank of a hand can beeithersoft or hard, depending on whether it contains
Aces and Jokers or not. For example, a hand containing an Ace and an Eight
can total either 9 or 19. For our purposes, we refer to a hand that can have a
value of n or n t 10 as a soft n hand.
The plays of the banker are forced. The banker must hit
until a hard 18, then must stand;
a soft 8 but must stand on soft 9 or higher.
The player has more discretion. The player
may hit or stand on hard 13 through 17;
may hit or stand on soft 3 through 7;
must hit soft 8 (but may stand on lower soft totals);
must stand on soft 9 or higher;
must stand on hard 18 or higher.
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Additionally, unlike standard Blackjack, in LA Blackjack there are no options
to double down or to split pairs.
The LA Blackjack table has seven spots; one is for the banker, and the other
,ixare ordered clockwise from the banker's left. A player may play more than
spot simultaneously.
Each player pays a fee to bet. The fee.is $1 for a bet between $10 and $100;
each multiple of $100 costs an additional $1, including a $1 fee on a partial
multiple of $100. Thus, a $430 bet incurs a $5 fee but a $400 bet incurs only a
$4 fee. The maximum bet allowed is $600.
The banker pays a flat fee of $2 to put out (cover the bets of players) any
of money. The banker need not cover the bets of the entire table, but
the bets must be covered in order of seating to the left of the banker. Any player
not reached because the banker does not put out enough money isout of action,
meaning the player can neither win nor lose. If the bank covers only a portion
of the player's bet, then only that portion is in action. A push does not deplete
the banker's total. So, for example, assume that the banker has a card total of
20 and puts out $300. Player 1bets $75 and has 19. Player 2 bets $60 and has
20. Player 3 bets $40 and has 21. Player 4 bets $100 and has 22. Plaver 5 bets
$100 and has 24. Player 6 bets $100 and has 21. As a result, Player 1ioses $75,
player 2 pushes (which does not alter the amount of the banker's money that
is in action), player 3 wins $40, player 4 wins $100, player 5 loses $85 (because
only $85 of the bankers money remains in action at that point,) and player 6
wins $0 (this player is out of action because the amount put out by the banker
is depleted).
All action starts to the left of the banker:

.

All players receive two cards face up.
All hits are dealt up.

The banker receives two cards, one up and one down.
The banker acts after all other players act.

Methods
Determining the player's optimal strategy and its expected value took place
in several steps. First, we devised a basic strategy for the player using an
infinite-deck approximation of the game. While the game is played with six
decks, it is far easier to work with an infinite deck, where the probability of
receiving a card is always the same as it is in a full deck. That is, Jokers appear
with probability 1/27, Aces through Nines each with probability 2/27, and
Tens (including face cards) with probability 8/27. We calculated a table of the
probability of a banker's final total given an original upcard. Then we used
dynamic programming to determine if a player should hit or stand on any
given total and banker upcard.
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Once we had solved the infinite-deck game, we turned our attention to the
finite deck and to card-counting strategies. Using Monte Carlo simulations, we
first calculated the favorability of the game. Then we found the density of Tens
needed to make the game favorable to a player who counts Tens. Finally, we
simulated reduced decks (with specific cards removed) to estimate the change
in deck favorability from remo.va1of a single card. Using h s information, we
determined if any card-counting strategy could be profitable for the player.
In computing the dealer probabilities for infirute decks, we used two arrays,
one for soft totals and the other for hard totals. We let

P [ i ,j] = the probabiliv that the dealer ends with total j
given current hard total i,
SPIi, j ] = the probability that the dealer ends on total j
given current soft total i (i.e., the total may be i or i

+ 10)

>

For base cases, we have for i 18, P [ i ,j ] = 1 if i = j and 0 otherwise. For
other values of i and j, we use the recursive formulae:

SP!i.j ] =

I

p[i?j],

i 2 13:

P [ i + 10,j ] ,

9 5 i 5 12:

i; ( X : = ? ( ~ S P[i + k.j ] )
+ 8 S P [i + 10,j]+2SP [i+ 1: j ]
+ SP [i + 2. j ] ) ,

i 5 8.

These equations were derived by conditioning on what the next card could
be and t a h g a weighted average of those results. Each calculation of P[i:ji
depends only on the results where the total of the banker's cards are greater
than the current banker's total. For example, to calculate P!'LO. 121, we need
to calculate SP(20.131-in case the banker receives an Ace-but knowledge of
PI20.11! is unnecessar).; so we calculate higher banker holdings first.
The above calculation does not take into account AA or JT naturals. To
correct for this omission, we calculate the probability of a natural for Ace,
Joker, and Ten upcards:
2
27
1
P( JT I T upcard) = - = 0.03704.
27

P(AA ( A upcard) = - = 0.07407
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These equations lead to the following adjustments in our banker probability
table:
P[22.10] + P(22.101- P ( JTI T upcard)
SP[22.2] + SPl22.21- P( JTI J upcard)
SPl22: 11 -- SP[22?11- P( AA I A upcard)
With a distribution of the dealer totals for any possible upcard, we can calculate a basic strategy for the player by using dynamic programming. For each
of player totals and dealer upcards, we calculate the expectation
as follows:
If only one play is legal, such as standing on totals over 18, we assume that
the player makes the legal play and calculate the expected value.

.

If hitting and standing are both legal, we calculate the expected value for
each action and record the greater value and corresponding action.

Calculating the expected value, E, for standing on a gven total can be done
by summing the probabilities of the banker having a total that beats the player,'
a total that ties the player, and a total that loses to the player, and then plugging
the results into the following formula:'
Estand[i:
j ] = PP(p1ayer wins) + P(p1ayer ties) - 1.

T h s formula makes sense, since if you paid $1 to play, you would get back
nothing if you lost, $1 if you tied, and $2 if you won. Now we must calculate
the expected value of hitting. If the current card total cannot lead to a natural,
we use the recursive formula

and if the total is soft, we use

+2SE [i + 1 , j ]

+ S E [ i+ 2. j ] ) ,
'It we assume that we stand on a given total, there is no difference between a soft total and hard
total. If we have a soft total, we define our final total to be the better of our two total choices.
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We have to make exceptions to the formulae for totals that could lead to
naturals: a 10 total that is a single card2, or a soft 1 (an Ace), or a soft 2 (a Joker,
since two Aces sum to a natural in our modified equations). A hard total of 10
may be a single card (single 70)or made u p of several cards (rnuiti 10). \.lie can
use the above formulae to calculate Ehtjmulti 10.j;, using the multi 10 value in
the formula for SEhit[i)
jl, since we are assuming no naturals are possible. For
a single Ten, we use the formula:

We know that any soft 1 must be an Ace, so we have

Since AA is a natural, we know all soft 2s must be Jokers, so we have

Once we have the results from htting and standing on a given total, we set

and record whether the player should hit or stand. The results must be calculated by moving from h g h player totals to low plaver totals, tor the same reason
that we calculated banker distributions from high to lolr: Each answer depends
only on the answers tor h g h e r totals. We can also calculate the favorabiliq of
the infinite deck game by taking the weighted average of the expectation over
all possible banker upcards and plaver initial cards. The possible initial cards
for the player include single 10, soft 1, soft 2, and hard 2 through 9.
Once we solved the infinite-deck game, we turned to Monte Carlo simulations of a finite deck. We dealt from a six-deck shoe and reshuffled whenever
the deck had fewer than 120 cards.
Let p be the probabilitv that the player wins (for the moment, we neglect
ties). We are concerned with the plaver's advantage, p - (1 - pi = 2 p - 1,
w h c h Mre will write as a percentage and refer to as the plaver's expertntioil.
For estimating the parameter p of a Bernoulli distribution, the Central Limit
Theorem gives the halt-width of a 95% confidence interval as 1.96\.;pi 1 - p ) In
for a n random trials. Since the player's probabilib ot winrung p is very near
one-half, the quantih'pi 1 - p ) is approximately one-fourth, and the half-width
'For example, you cannot reach a natural i t you ha1.e a 7 and a 3.
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of the confidence interval is approximately 0.98/J;E. For p - (1 - p ) = 2~ - 1,
beconhdence interval is twice as wide. Hence, for the one billion simulations
that we did for each hid, the half-width of a 95% confidence interval for the
expedation is 1 . 9 6 / m = 0.00006. In other words, our estimates of
P player's expectation, in terms of percentages, should be accurate to two
the
decimal places.
We removed cards and ran the simulation to see the effect on favorability.
each trial, we removed one deck's worth of a given denomination (2 Jokers, 4 Aces, 4 Twos, . .., 4 Nines, or 16 Tens) from the six-deck shoe. With a
simulation of one billion hands, an observed difference between the stripped
deck and the full deck's favorability is very likely not due to the randomness
the Monte Carlo simulations but to the difference in deck compositions. We
took the difference between a full deck's expectation and the stripped deck's
ectati~n,divided by the number of cards removed, and used tius value as
~ ~ ~ p p r o x i r n a tof
i oancard's value. By doing this, we could see which cards we
Shouldbother counting and whether the deck fluctuates in favorability enough
for bet variance to make the game profitable for the player.

,,

~ ~ b1lindicates
e
the player's optimal strategy for the playerts hard total
the banker's upcard.
Table 1.
Ophmal strategy given player's hard total and banker's upcard (infinite deck).
An ,,H,*
lndlcate~that the player should hit and an " S indicates that the player should stand.
Joker

Ace

15

H
H
H

16

H

17
18
19

H
S
S
S

H
H
H
H
H

13
14

20
21
22

s

5

S
S
S
S
5

2

3

4

5

/

6

7

H H H H H H
H H H H H H
H H H H H H
H S S S S H
H S S S S S
S S S S S S
S S S S S S
S S S S S S
S S S S S S
S S S , S S S

8

H
H
H
H
H
S
S
S
S

9

H
H
H
H
H
S
S
S
S
S S

T
H
H
H
H
H
S
S
S
S
S

Table 2 gives the percentage expectation for a player who implements the
basic strategy from Table 1, for various stripped decks. Each value was generated by a simulations of 10' hands.

The first row gives the player's expectation (-1.29%) for a standard six-deck
shoe.
In the remaining rows, the second column gives the player's expectation for
a six-deck shoe that is missing one-sixth oi the cards of one denomination.
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Thus, a player has an expectation of - 1.90% for a six-deckshoe that is missing
16 Tens.
The third column shows the deviation in percentage points of the. expectation
for the stripped deck from that for a standard six-deck shoe.
The fourth column gives the the deviation divided by the number of cards
removed.
The fifth column shows the the ratio of each estimate to the smallest one.
Removal of a Five from the deck has the greatest impact on a player's expectation, while removal of an Ace has the smallest effect?
Table 2.
Effects of removing from the six-deck shoe one-sixth of the cards with a particular value; each
result is based on simulation of lo9 hands.
Card Removed
None
Joker
Ace
TWO
Three
Four
Five
Six

Seven
Eight
Nine
Ten

1

Percentage
Expectation

Deviation from Expectation
for a Full Six-Dedc Shoe

-1.294

0

-1.265
-1.275
-1.195
-1.169
-1.155
-1.127
-1.228
-1.363
-1.219
- 1.423
-1.901

0.028
0.018
0.099
0.124
0.138
0.167
0.065
-0.069
0.074
-0.130
-0.611

Value
per Card

Ratio

0.0141
0.0046
0.0247
0.0311
0.0346
0.0417
0.0164
-0.0173
0.0185
-0.0325
-0.0382

3.1
1
5.4
6.8
7.6
9.1
3.6
-3.8
4.1
-7.1
-8.4

Tables 3-4 give the probability that the banker will reach a particular final
total (top row) from a starting hard total (Table3) or a starting soft total (Table4).
Table 3 treats only starting totals between 18 and 27, since the banker cannot
end with less than 18 (htting is required) and more than 27 is impossible;
Table 4 treats only starting totals between 9 and 17, as these are the only soft
totals on which the banker can legally stand.
Table 5 indicates a player's expectation for a hard card total (left column)
and a given banker upcard (top row) for an infinite deck. The second row
indicates the player's expectation for starting from hard 0 when the banker's
upcard is visible but before the player has been dealt any cards. The row labeled
"s10" indicates a single-card total of 10 (single lo), while "m10" indicates a
multiple card total of 10 (multi 10). There is no row for a hard 1, as such a total
is impossible. If we weight the average of a player's expectation at hard zero
3 ~ standard
n
Blackjack, Aces are valuable to the player, since a two-card total of 21 pays the
player 3-to-2 odds. No such premium is paid in LA Blackjack.
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Table 3.
Probability of banker final total, given a starting hard total (infirute deck).

Table 4.
Probability of banker final total, given a starting soft total (infinite deck).
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nrr d tk dealer's upcard, we get the expectation for the infinite
by d
dedcpm. -:>.?.

3
-

m w z m

Table 5.
a hard hand value and a banker upcard (infinite deck).

Does It Pay to Count Cards?
Counting Tens
In standard Blackjack, a high proportion of Tens in the deck is favorable to
the player, and counting Tens and adjusting bets accordingly gives the player a
positive expectation. Table 2 shows that in LA Blackjack, too, Tens are favorable
to the player.
We fed the simulator decks with increasing numbers of Tens in them until
we found the density (about 40%) at w h c h the player's expectation is 0. We
had the player count Tens and increase the bet sixfold (the maximum multiple
allowed by the rules if the player bets in intervals of $100) whenever the deck
is favorable. The results from the simulation: The player still loses 1.29% (cf.
the expectation for the infinite deck, -1.33%). In fact:

171 10' hands, a Ten-counting player never had an opportunity to raise the bet.
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Counting 'Goodff and "Bads"
if we m t other cards too? Removing a single Ten, Nine, or Seven
! k e LT 95 21 r 24 = 144 such cards) decreases the player's expectation
i-L aix-~t12.03%;removing a single Two, Three, Four, Five, Six, or Eight (there
are f
2: = 1% such cards) helps the player by about the same amount; and

-

m i n e a Joker or an Ace has little effect on deck favorability.

'

To compensate for the 1.33%negative expectation plus another 1%to cover
the house's fees, the deck would need favorability to increase by 2.3%; that
\could require 77 more "good" cards removed than "bad" cards. Since we deal
only 204 cards before reshuffling, we need to draw good cards at least twice as
fast as we draw bad cards for the deck ever to get favorable.
We estimate the probability E that a deal will offer a favorable situation for
the player, using simulations and the assumption that the deck is composed
half of cards good for the player and half of cards bad for the player. We keep
track of the number of good cards and bad cards that remain in the deck. If the
deck ever reaches a point where the number of good cards exceeds the number
of bad cards by more than 77,the deck is favorable to the player. In a simulation
of 10' hands, the deck never reached a favorable position for the player. Baied
on these results, we estimate that e < lod6, that is:
A favorable deck comes around less often than once in a million plays.

Since the minimum bet is $10 and the maximum bet is $600, the player will
find it impossible to recover the losses incurred during the majority of play.

Final Analysis
In standard Blackjack, the house has a 5.5%advantage if the player imitates
the dealer's strategy. The player can compensate for this disadvantage by
making intelligent decisions and counting cards.
In LA Blackjack, the player starts with less of a disadvantage, losing 1.7%
(apart from betting fees) when m i m i c h g the dealer; but intelligent decisions
and bet variance help the player little:
Following a basic strategy gains 0.4% for the player, for a net of -1.3%.
Counting cards gets the player almost nothing, as opportunities to deviate
productively from the basic strategy are virtually nonexistent.
Bet variance is completely ineffective, because favorable decks are virtually
nonexistent.
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